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Operating the Joys of Life Railway – Will High 
 

1. Introduction 
 

The Joys of Life Railway is a 600 yard long, 5in gauge ground level miniature 
railway situated in near Bethesda in North Wales, postcode LL57 4YW, 
entrance to the grounds is through a set of red gates. Construction of the 
railway began circa. 1983 and development was constant throughout the 
period it was open up to circa. 2000. Since 2007 the railway has been revived 
by a team of volunteers. A toilet is situated in the chalet by the caravan site 
adjacent to Stokerton station The railway is broken up in to three single line 
sections the first beginning at the terminus Stokerton, which is semaphore 
signalled, ending at Moles Hill passing loop, the second section runs from 
there to the end of the line at Highfield, where trains reverse their direction 
on the return loop which is the final section. Trains are permitted on to the 
first two single line sections using a staff and ticket system; the return loop is 
worked by sight. Trains travelling from Stokerton are classified as Up trains. 
Trains travelling to Stokerton are classified as Down trains. 
 
These notes are intended to instruct operators on operation of the railway at 
open days when the intention is to run an intensive train service, though they 
may prove to be of use on other days. The club asks that all visiting loco 
owners take up full (£12) or temporary (£5, for 7 days) membership to help 
cover costs of running the railway, in particular insuring it. 
 

2. Working of Trains 
 

The railway is made up of three sections: 
Stokerton – Moles Hill (Red Staff) (Staff & Ticket) 
Moles Hill – Highfield (Yellow Staff) (Staff & Ticket) 
Highfield Return Loop (Line of Sight) 
 
a) Staff & Ticket 

Trains may proceed in to sections operated by this method of working 
when presented with the correct staff, however when two or more trains 
wish to follow each other through a section the first train will be shown 
the staff and presented with a ticket by the Stokerton signalman, the final 
train to enter the section in the direction of travel will carry the staff. 
 

b) Line of Sight 
Trains may proceed in to sections operated by this method of working 
provided they are satisfied that the line ahead of them is clear 
 



3. Stokerton Station 
 

On days when the semaphore signals at Stokerton station are in position and 
operation, movements within the station limits are to be carried out under 
the instruction of the Stokerton signalman, this person should be competent 
in operation of the railway and the 14 lever frame fitted at the location which 
operates the semaphore signals and points, they also fill the task of railway 
controller. It is vital that drivers remain vigilant to the clearing of signals and 
co-operate promptly with the signalman to insure that movements are 
carried out with the greatest efficiency, this will allow an even flow of trains 
to operate along the railway and reduce delays. Drivers must also obey all 
signals and not pass them at danger unless instructed otherwise by the 
signalman or their nominated deputy, this even applies to starting signals 
during shunting movements as no shunting signals are provided. Clearance to 
pass the Limit of Shunt is only permitted when the driver is in possession of 
the Stokerton - Moles Hill staff. Trains arriving at Stokerton from the mainline 
should hand the staff to the signalman. 
 
Water for steam locomotives can be obtained through the hosepipe located 
on the end of the engine shed. It would be much appreciated if all persons 
could refrain from placing any items on the wall which separates the shed 
yard from station as it detracts from the look of the area. Likewise it’s nice 
when items in the shed area are kept tidy. 
 

4. Bangor Road Level Crossing 
 

Bangor Road LC is a user activated level crossing, which flashes lights and 
sounds a bell to warn road users of approaching trains. As trains approach the 
crossing a switch is located on the ground, which must be operated by the 
driver, this initiates the crossing and if all is well the colour light signals on the 
final approach will show a green aspect to confirm that all is well. Having 
crossed the road the crossing must be deactivated by the identical switch 
located on the other side of the road.  Although a crossing warning system is 
provided all drivers must cross the road with extreme care and at a slow 
speed.  When two or more trains are following each other it is essential that 
following trains wait at the activating switch until the preceding train has 
negotiated the crossing and cancelled the signal before resetting the signal 
and proceeding one at a time. 
 

 
 
 

 



5. Moles Hill Passing Loop 
 

Moles Hill is a user worked passing loop, controlled by two staff operated 
semaphore starting signals situated at either end of the loop. Upon arrival at 
the loop the driver of the train should hang the staff upon the hook at the 
base of the signal providing the next train wishing to enter the section 
permission to proceed. When the starting signal relevant to the section, 
which a train wishes to enter, has cleared it may depart the loop picking up 
the staff on its way out. Please note that for convenience of operation the 
signals are positioned in such a way that they clear prior to all of a train 
having entered a loop, it is therefore important that drivers remember to 
check that the route ahead is clear. 
 
If a down train has a prolonged wait at Moles Hill due to a delayed departure 
from Stokerton and the relevant staff is not present at Moles Hill telephone 
communication should be made between the locations, the Stokerton 
signalman may then announce if he is in possession of the Stokerton – Moles 
Hill staff and is happy for the down train to proceed from Moles Hill on verbal 
permission, passing the starting signal at danger. 
 
A telephone is provided to enable communication with Stokerton Signal Box, 
this is operated by winding the handle to alert Stokerton of a waiting caller, 
the red button of the handset should then be held throughout the 
conversation. If no reply is received try winding the handle again. Incoming 
calls should be answered by the same method without the need to wind the 
handle. 
 

6. Highfield Station & Return Loop 
 

Trains working on the staff should surrender it on the post situated at ground 
level upon arrival at Highfield loop points, trains may then proceed around 
the balloon loop on line of sight. Having traversed the loop provided that the 
staff is still located on the post the train may then return to Moles Hill picking 
the staff up on its way past. 
 
Trains working on a ticket may proceed around the balloon loop on line of 
sight but must wait in the Highfield down platform for the staff to be placed 
on the post by the staff carrying train prior to returning to Moles Hill. In usual 
circumstances the staff will return by the train which carried it there. 
 
 
 
 



How the signals work – Dave High  

 
The Joys of Life Railway has many features, which give it such character, it is 
very much a complete railway, with its miniature station building, shed yard 
and signal box. Personally I have always enjoyed the appeal of ‘railways’, 
rather than just engines so when I first saw Stokerton in all its signaling glory 
about 14 years ago I was impressed, here was a real railway, it just happens to 
be operated by giants!  
 
Railway signaling is easy to understand if you start with the basics. Signals 
should be kept at danger (‘ON’ in railway parlance) and only cleared (taken 
‘OFF’) if a move needs to be made past them. Signals in the ‘ON’ position are 
horizontal. The ‘OFF’ position varies according to Railway Company or era. At 
the Joys of Life the signals are ‘lower quadrant’, the arm lowers to give a clear 
indication. Since the 1920s most British Railways (except the Great Western 
Railway of course, who always did their own thing) adopted the upper 
quadrant signal. The main advantage of the upper quadrant is that should any 
component fail the arm will fall to danger. It all went rather badly wrong at 
Abbots Ripton on the Great Northern Railway in January 1876, when the 
weight of snow on the lower quadrant signal arms produced a false clear 
indication allowing ‘The Special Scotch Express’ to run into the back of a coal 
train, killing 13 people.  
 
Most railway stations are through stations (like Moles hill) and such a station 
requires 3 signals in each direction. These are called the distant, the home and 
the starter, and are passed in that order. Trains may pass distant signals at 
danger, but are required to stop at home and starting signals. How can you tell 
the difference? The home and starting signals have a red face with a white 
vertical stripe; while the distant signal is distinctive, with its yellow colour, 
fishtail end and black chevron. But when is a stop signal a home and when is it 
a starter? It depends on its position.  
 
Think of a station being like a house with a front gate. If you want to enter the 
house, you come through the front gate (the distant signal), but you have to 
knock to get into the front door (the home signal) and the householder has to 
show you where the back door is to get out (past the starting signal). If you 
want to run through the house at high speed you can ‘phone the householder 
up’. He can then open the back door, leave the front door open and then open 
the gate, giving you a clear run through. In this analogy, the householder is the 
signalman, and he has cleared the starting, home and distant signals in that 



order. Only a fool would open the gate without opening the doors, as running 
into a closed door is not a good thing to do. The world unfortunately is full of 
fools, and railway signaling relies on interlocking to prevent householders 
breaking the noses of sprinters.  
 
The interlocking prevents the distant signal being cleared until both the home 
and starting signals are clear. In the signal box red levers work the home and 
starting signals (because they have red arms) and yellow levers work the 
distant signals, which have yellow arms. Comprehendez?  
 

 
 
No mention of points, single line working or terminal stations. Lets go forward 
one step at a time! Points next. Traditionally on big railways the points were 
worked by mechanical roding from the signal box. This is also true of 
Stokerton. Points are dirty things so the levers for them are painted black. 
Signals are used to protect points, you do not want a train to run through a 
point set in the wrong direction (unless it is a ‘trailable’ like the ones at Moles 
hill or Highfield) for 3 reasons:  
 
1. Another train may be using the points; using a signal avoids a collision.  
 
2. If the points are not set for you and you drive through them (from behind) 
you will     do them no good at all.  
 
3. The signalman may wish to tell you which way the points are set, and that it 
is your move (the bracket signal on the approach to Stokerton for instance has 
2 arms, one to tell you that you are going into the station and the other to tell 
you that you can go into the shed yard).  
 
Interlocking is used to ensure that you can only clear a signal for a move when 
the points are set correctly. The interlocking should also ensure that only one 
signal relating to a set of points can be cleared at any one time. The signal box 



at Stokerton has some interlocking, but I haven’t looked at it closely, most of it 
does not work, or is set up wrong. It should not be possible for instance to 
clear the home signal on the bracket for the shed road when the points are set 
for the station, but you can! (Although you can’t pull any of the starter signals 
off if you have the yard point set for the yard! )  
 
If we combine the distant/ home / starting signal logical with the point logic we 
can create a station on a single line where two trains can pass, as we have at 
Moles hill. The ‘normal’ positions for a set of points on a single line railway 
direct trains heading in opposite directions into the relevant platforms. At 
Moles hill this occurs automatically because the points are ‘trailable’ and a 
spring holds them in the normal position, but allows the passage of trains from 
the rear. If we assume that the points are worked from the signal box (as was 
usually the case on railways in days of yore) it makes things easier to explain. If 
the points are set normal it is possible for the signalman to clear the home 
signals, because the points are set for a train to approach the station (from 
either direction). Clearing the home signals locks the points, so that they 
cannot be changed. Because the points are set ‘normal’ for the approaching 
train and the home signal has been cleared interlocking prevents the starting 
signals being cleared. If one train arrives first, then the signalman can protect 
this train from a rear end collision by putting the home signal back to danger. 
Once the home is at danger the interlocking to prevent movements of the 
points is released, so that the points can be changed to their ‘reverse’ position. 
Once reversed, and set for a train from the opposite direction it is possible to 
clear the starting signal, telling the driver that the points are set for him and 
that he can pass forward to the next station. With both starting and home 
signals clear we can also clear the distant signal, and bingo! The driver now 
knows he can pass through the station without stopping, if it wasn’t for those 
inconvenient passengers.  
 
How does all this work at Stokerton? Stokerton is a bit funny! Signal No 1 is 
labeled as the starter, but it also has starters for platforms 1 and 2 (levers 5 
and 3 respectively), which really make starter No 1 surplus to requirements! 
Signal 13 the down main home covers arrivals into both platforms 1 and 2, 
which is ok, but it would be nice to know where you are going to. The shunt 
signal 11 (on the bracket signal) is useful for giant drivers who have just come 
off shed. It tells them that they can back down into the station without twisting 
round and derailing their driving truck. Point No 4 has a signal connected to it, 
which is good if you want to leave the siding, but also tells you it is ok. to go 
when a train is approaching you. Not so clever. Lets’ not be too critical, it’s 



there, it works and it’s charming. Railways with signalling installations of this 
quality are few and far between. 

 
On a ’real’ railway there are three groups of people with responsibility for the 
safe operation of trains, Guards, Signalman and Drivers. Operation of the Joys 
of Life differs in that we do not have Guards; if the trains had Guards there 
would be no room for passengers! Safe operation relies on the conveyance of 
information between the signalman and the driver (by using the signals) and 
also between the signalmen in adjacent signal boxes. While it is easy to think 
of railways as an essentially mechanical concept, they have actually used 
electricity to convey information from the earliest days. The first public 
railway, between Stockton and Darlington opened in 1825 and the first 
practical application of the electric telegraph was only 14 years later, on the 
Great Western Railway between Paddington and West Drayton in 1839. 
Technology moved fast, even 170 years ago. 
 

Railways in Britain were traditionally worked using a system known as 
‘Absolute Block’. In ‘Absolute Block’ working only one train is admitted to a 
section of line (usually between two signal boxes) at anyone time. On a single 
line railway this is particularly important and the need for the train to carry a 
‘token’ or ’staff’ reinforces this method of operation. 



 
Currently the safe operation of trains on the Joys of Life relies on a variation of 
‘staff and ticket’ working, between Stokerton and Moles hill (the variation is 
that we have no tickets) with ‘one engine in steam (OES) working’ for Moles 
Hill to Highfield. OES strangely does not refer to the numbers of engine in 
steam, but merely the number of trains that can pass through the section. A 
train from Moles Hill must carry the (OES) token, and no other train can enter 
the section until the first train returns (with the token). 
  
The concept of staff and ticket working is relatively easy to understand. Instead 
of requiring each train to carry the staff, it requires the driver of each train to 
see the staff. If two trains are heading in the same direction, then the driver of 
the first train should be shown the staff by the signalman, and be provided 
with authority to proceed, relevant signals cleared and handed a ticket, giving 
authorisation to enter the section. No train can approach the train traveling on 
the ticket from the opposite direction as the token is at the signal box behind 
the train. The signalman in the ‘box behind the train has a responsibility not to 
authorise any other trains to enter the section until the signalman in advance 
confirms that the train has arrived complete. Any number of trains can be 
authorised to enter the section in this manner, provided that the last train to 
enter the section before the flow of traffic is reversed carries the token. Once 
the signalman at the other end of the section has the token he can call the 
shots. This is all very well when trains run to the timetable, but if (say) the train 
carrying the token is delayed then it is not possible for another train to enter 
the section from the opposite end until the token arrives. 
 

Electrical communication has the potential to provide flexibility to train 
operation. If we are brave and trust the signalman the tokens can be dispensed 
with. In reality, in the UK on single line working no one really trusts the 
signalman that much and the token provided a physical backup to the electrical 
system. On double track railways many lines are still operated using absolute 
block working, with information transmitted by telegraph (the North Wales 
Coast line for instance), albeit that the telegraph has been refined for a specific 
purpose and is now ‘the block bell’.  
 

In its most basic form the block bell is a very simple piece of kit. It consists of a 
sprung switch (the tapper), which creates a circuit causing a solenoid to 
operate in the block instrument at the other end of the section. The arm of the 
solenoid is attached to a clapper, which rings a bell. The tapper in one signal 
box operates the bell in the other.  
 



The instruments are operated to a code, the bell code. To ensure the message 
has been transmitted correctly the receiving signal box returns the message to 
transmitting box. Without going into all the nuances, the sequence of events is 
basically this. 
 

Call Attention: ‘Ding’ 
Is Line Clear? This code varies to describe the type of train: 
Express passenger: ‘Ding, Ding, Ding, Ding’ 
Other passenger: ’ Ding, Ding, Ding’, Space, ‘Ding’ 
Freight train: ‘Ding, Ding, Ding’, Space, ‘Ding, Ding’ 
 

If the line is not clear, the receiving box should not respond to the ‘Is the line 
clear’ request. 
If the line is clear, the receiving box responds by returning the ‘Is the line clear’ 
request. 
Assuming the line is clear then the dispatching signalman will send; 
Train Entering Section: ‘Ding, Ding’ as the train leaves the station.  
 

When the train arrives at the receiving signal box, and the signal confirms that 
the whole train has been received he then sends: 
Call attention, ‘Ding’, followed by  
Train out of section ‘Ding, Ding’, Space, ‘Ding’ to the dispatching box.  
The section is now vacant and ready for the next sequence. 
 
Answer to a mobile ‘phone, a wooden case with two batteries, a handset and a 
little winding handle which causes the bell to ring. Unlike conventional ‘phones 
the bell only rings when the handle is wound, for the duration of the wind, so if 
no-one answers it is a good idea to wind the handle again. The other feature to 
be aware of is that there is a button on the handset, and if you don’t depress 
the button the only person who can hear you speaking is you! 
 
 
 
If you are now really hooked on the operation of railway signaling have a look 
here;    www.signalbox.org/gallery.shtml  

http://www.signalbox.org/gallery.shtml

